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ACADEMIC BOARD
POLICY ON UK AND INTERNATIONAL ACADEMIC PARTNERSHIPS

1.

Introduction

1.1

This policy articulates the University’s general principles in respect of academic
partnerships, both in the UK and internationally. This will guide both the management
of existing relationships and the development of new ones.

1.2

The University adopts the following overarching principle in respect of academic
partnerships:
The University takes ultimate responsibility for the academic standards and the
quality of learning opportunities of degrees awarded in its name, irrespective of
where these are delivered or who provides them. Arrangements for delivering
learning opportunities with organisations other than the University are implemented
securely and managed effectively.

1.3

Ultimate authority for the strategic approval of academic partnerships rests with the
Senior Management Team. Ultimate authority for the academic approval of academic
partnerships rests with the Academic Board. In accordance with the Committee of
University Chairs’ 2014 HE Code of Governance, the Board of Governors has
oversight of all major academic partnerships involving significant institutional-level
risks.

2.

Definition of Academic Partnerships

2.1

The Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) Quality Code Chapter B10: Managing Higher
Education Provision with Others, December 2012, ‘applies to the management of all
learning opportunities leading or contributing to the award of academic credit or a
qualification that are delivered, assessed or supported through an arrangement with
one or more organisations other than the degree-awarding body.’

2.2

The QAA further notes that:
‘Contemporary higher education involves a wide range of arrangements for delivering
learning and teaching at all academic levels. At one end of the continuum,
programme delivery, learner support and assessment may all be provided by staff of
the degree-awarding body on its campus(es). At the other end, a degree-awarding
body may make arrangements for a programme of study to be delivered by another
organisation, with support for learning provided from yet another organisation that is
neither part of the delivery organisation nor the degree-awarding body. Between
these two extremities there are many possible combinations involving learning and
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teaching, research supervision, assessment, learner support, facilities and sites for
learning or assessment delivered by the degree-awarding body and/or various
delivery organisation(s) or support provider(s). These arrangements may apply to the
delivery of whole programmes of study or to elements of programmes, individual
modules, or self-contained components of study.’
2.3

For operational purposes and clarity, the University draws a distinction between
cooperative and collaborative arrangements.
Collaboration is the delivery by a partner of any part of a University award.
Cooperation does not involve delivery by a partner. Cooperation may include, but is
not limited to:










cooperation in research;
cooperation in scholarship and consultancy;
cooperation in academic dialogue, such as the running of seminars and
conferences;
the delivery of guest lectures;
the exchange of academic materials;
the exchange of staff for the purposes of teaching and supervision;
the exchange of students;
Jointly carrying out research and other academic activity, such as guest lectures,
consultancy, developing academic materials
the admission – with or without advanced standing – onto University programmes
of students from cooperating institutions.

2.4

Within the UK, collaborative partnerships with local Further Education colleges or
other local institutions of sufficient quality and standing are allowed. An equivalent
stance is taken for international partnerships, where proposed partners must have
sufficient standing and authority to form an arrangement with the University of
Lincoln.

2.5

Due diligence will be undertaken to confirm the quality and status of local, national,
and international institutions. A fundamental principle underpinning the quality and
standards of international collaboration is that partnerships overseas will be managed
to the same quality assurance threshold as UK partnerships.

3

Principles governing all Academic Partnerships

3.1

A partnership is only acceptable to the University, and therefore may only be entered
into, when it is consistent with this policy on academic partnerships.

3.2

The quality of a partner must reflect the University’s strategy, mission and vision and
must reflect current Academic Board and Strategic Plan requirements for the quality
and standing of a partner.
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3.3

The partnership must achieve an end which the University would not be able to
achieve acting alone; in other words, the partnership must be necessary to the
University’s strategic objectives. In this context, a partnership will also be expected
to promote one or more of the following:






widening participation and access to the University’s programmes
strengthening the University’s position in the recruitment and selection of
students
contributing to the research activities of the University or enhancing the
scholarship of the University’s staff
enhancing the quality and availability of provision
attainment of the University’s strategic objectives

3.4

The adoption of a partner and the operation of a partnership arrangement must be
consistent with both existing University and national principles and procedures
governing quality and standards in academic partnerships.

3.5

The University must be satisfied as to the financial soundness of any proposed
partner and must evaluate the cost to the University of entering and maintaining a
partnership relationship.

3.6

As a general rule, partnerships must be sustainable and offer the prospect of a longterm relationship between the University and the partner.

4

Principles underpinning International Cooperation

4.1

It is the responsibility of those proposing an international cooperative partnership to
establish that the substantive requirements of this policy are satisfied. These
requirements will be tested through the strategic and academic approval processes.

4.2

The University recognises the value of international cooperation which is aimed at
one or more of the following: the promotion of higher learning; promoting the
internationalisation of the University; internationalising the student experience;
diversifying the student population and attracting international students; and
promoting international growth. In addition to promoting the goals identified in 3.3
these are the general ends to which international cooperation must be
directed.

4.3

The acceptable purpose of international cooperation will be determined by
assessing its consistency with the objectives set out in 3.2, 3.3 and 4.2.

4.4

Public institutions of higher education1, licensed private institutions and organisations
of higher education, and other bodies authorised to undertake teaching and research

1

This term includes research institutions
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commensurate with higher learning may be recognised by the University as a
partner in international cooperation.
4.5

Where a proposed international cooperation entails either:




an aspect of the teaching of students (for example through the exchange
of students or the admission of students with advanced standing to one of the
University’s programmes); or
an activity related to teaching (for example, the design of a
programme of study or the development of teaching materials),

then the institution or body being proposed as a partner must have:



a standing equivalent to that of an institution authorised in the United Kingdom
to provide higher education, and
across the range of activities encompassed by the cooperation, a standing
at least commensurate with that of the University of Lincoln.

4.6

Independent evidence is required to establish the forms of standing specified in 4.5.
For these purposes, evidence of standing should normally be sought from state
bodies responsible for the administration of national or regional public policy in
respect to standards and quality in higher education and from the UK NARIC
database.

4.7

Where a proposed cooperation involves research, then the institution, organisation or
body being proposed as a partner must, as a minimum, have a standing equivalent to
that of a United Kingdom institution capable of supporting research, whether pure or
applied.

5

Principles underpinning International Collaboration

5.1

The proposed partner is of the standing and quality that would be expected of a
University of Lincoln partner.

5.2

The principles established in 4.5 and 4.6 regarding standing of the institution shall
apply equally to international collaborative arrangements.

5.3

The principles established in 3.2, 3.3, 4.2 and 4.3 regarding the purpose of
partnership shall apply equally to international collaborative arrangements.

5.4

The proposed academic objectives cannot be attained by an arrangement other
than a collaborative agreement (e.g. a cooperative agreement).
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5.5

Validation of an award or part of an award to be delivered by an overseas partner
under a collaborative partnership arrangement should be approved and managed
to the same quality assurance threshold as UK partnerships.

5.6

International collaborative partnerships will only be established with
institutions that meet rigorous selection criteria. Risk assessment principles will be
used to evaluate proposed international collaborative partnerships and will reflect
national, institutional and programme level criteria.

6

Principles governing Joint and Dual Awards

6.1

The following definitions apply in relation to joint and dual awards:
Joint Award: This is defined as an arrangement whereby the University jointly
develops and delivers a single programme with one or more degree-awarding bodies
leading to a single qualification and certificate awarded jointly by both or all
participants.
Dual Award: This is defined as an arrangement whereby the University jointly
develops and delivers a single, shared or concurrent programme with one or more
degree-awarding bodies leading to separate qualifications and certificates being
awarded by the University and one or more of the other degree-awarding bodies.
These arrangements may also be referred to as double or multiple awards.

6.2

As established in 1.2, the University takes ultimate responsibility for the academic
standards and the quality of learning opportunities of degrees awarded in its name,
irrespective of where these are delivered or who provides them.

6.3

The awarding of dual degrees raise questions of the double counting of credit,
whereby a single volume of credit contributes to two or more separate qualifications.
The University will consider the issue of double counting of credit when entering into
a dual degree arrangement.

6.4

However, the University accepts that in some cases – for example, the operation of
an Erasmus Mundus Masters programme – there will be circumstances in which a
joint or dual degree arrangement can achieve benefits to students which the
University could not achieve by acting on its own.

6.5

Only Academic Board may approve a joint or dual award, and for each arrangement
a case must be made to Academic Board outlining the benefits of the proposed
arrangement to the University and explaining why the University could not achieve
these benefits acting on its own. Academic Board may delegate the approval of the
joint or dual degree to the Academic Affairs Committee. For the purposes of the
following principles, references to Academic Board may be taken to include
delegated authority to the Academic Affairs Committee.

6.6

Any joint or dual arrangement must be consistent with the requirements of regulatory
and quality assurance bodies and in particular with the QAA Quality Code Chapter
B10: Managing Higher Education with Others.
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6.7

Academic Board will satisfy itself that each degree-awarding body entering into a
joint or dual degree arrangement has the legal capacity to do so.

6.8

Joint or dual degree arrangements will only be entered into with degree-awarding
bodies with a status equal to or greater than the University’s. The standing of the
degree-awarding body shall also be in line with the principles established in 4.5 and
4.6.

6.9

Academic Board will determine which institution’s regulations will govern the award of
the joint or dual degree or whether bespoke regulations are required. Bespoke
regulations will require the approval of Academic Board.

6.10

Any joint or dual degree shall be quality assured to the University’s own quality
threshold, irrespective of quality arrangements at other degree-awarding bodies
involved in the awarding of the degree.

Office of Quality, Standards and Partnerships
April 2016
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